Best Practice to Design Test Cases to Improve Reusability for Automotive Body Electronics System
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Abstract: Verification and validation are getting more important for the success of system development. This is one of the issues in automotive domain as well. Therefore, proper verification and validation methods in automotive domain are necessary to identify system malfunction in early development phase. This paper introduces best practice and framework how to design test cases for automotive body electronics system by using a strict process and tool that enable to develop test cases effectively for increasing reusability.

1. INTRODUCTION

System verification and validation become more valuable in system development project to be successful in business. One of the best practical ways is early development of test specification after the requirement specification has been released in order to increase the quality of system in early development phase. Another is standardization of procedure and method for creating test specification to decrease personal dependability.

This paper introduces the best practice and framework of designing test cases that can be maintainable and possible to reuse for other project with less effort. This paper also gives an overview how the test cases shall be developed in order to help test engineers to reduce the efforts of redesigning test case in good manners.

This paper also introduces shortly the configuration management tool that support test engineer to easily extract and reorganize existing test cases.

In Chapter 2, the general procedure and method of creating test case is explained in order to achieve good test case design for a target system. Chapter 3 introduces best practice of designing test cases for automotive body electronics system with considerations of further extensions. In the final chapter, the supporting tool presents potential possibilities to utilize test cases in various purposes.

2. STANDARD PROCESS OF TEST CASE DESIGN

2.1 General Description

Reusability of test case relies on standardization of requirement specification. For instance, if the requirement specification is changed a lot in every single project, it won’t be possible to reuse existing test cases for other projects. Therefore, the first step must be standardization of requirement specification as much as possible. So the requirement specification of a system needs to be well designed enabling to achieve the reuse of existing system.

But the standardization of test specification has some different points comparing with standardization of requirement specification. Various techniques should be applied depending on characteristics of a system considering reusability and scalability of developed test cases.

To increase the reusability of test cases that validates the requirement specification, the requirement specification needs to be decomposed first with the levels of reusable logical function units. And the logical function unit is encapsulated by configuration parameters that make the test cases to be reconfigured to meet the specific system variants such as regional sales variants and control signal interface changes to network signals from physical signals. Based on this, the generic test cases are hierarchically composed of using the reusable function units.

In addition, there were also some points that many of existing test cases are quite different to each test designer even in same system. It raises a question of standard process of test case design method.

To reach this goal, the standard procedure of test case design has been initiated to realize how test cases shall be designed in order to reach high reusability. This procedure that has been applied to design test case in automotive body electronics system is now introduced through providing quick overview.

In system development life-cycle, the development of test cases in test specification must be started right after a system requirement specification is released.

The standard process of test case design consists of three steps. See the figure 1.
2.2 Standard process of good test case design

Modularity – The modularity of requirements is a kind of structuring a requirement into a tree to classify reusable function elements within the requirement. It may have similar approach like Classification Tree Method (CTE). The modular design of test case increases the reusability by extracting or integrating developed test cases. It is the concept to construct a three with selection of branches and leaves that are reusable. The modularity of requirement is divided into four steps.

Fig. 2 Classification: Tree structuring to design test case

Tree structuring of requirement: it is simply to construct functional requirement tree from a system requirement. For instance, interior lamp requirement can derive 3 sub functions

- Interior Lamp Func
- Foot lamp
- Key illumination
- Room Lamp

Categorizing functions: The categorizing of function elements shall be executed according to type of requirement as well as the influence of optional devices and market dependency.

If a requirement varies depending on the market, optional devices, and projects, those test cases may not be possible to harmonize or may have high probability to be changed for the next project. Therefore, the classification of functions of design test cases must be conducted with consideration on the dependencies of requirements in a system.

Non-standard functional requirements imply high probabilities of changes and difficulties of reuse. Therefore, it shall consider separating the test cases from the standard test cases. It is usually possible to do in this way because the dependency of function comes from the optional devices or market demands based on the research.

Test Strategy – Building the test strategy is to identify the intent of test and how to validate the test objects to achieve the coverage on a target requirement.

The definition of strategy is essentially important factor to develop reusable test cases for standard functions. The strategy can be very useful when the modification of test cases or failures of a system is found later. The great benefit of test strategy makes test engineers maintain and elevate the quality of test cases continuously.

Developing test strategy of standard function consists of three steps.

1st Step: Clarity of Test Intent and Method

2nd Step: Estimation of Quality level and Reduction Strategy

3rd Step: Building Test Matrix

1st Step: To clear test intents in order to make test engineer understand the purpose of the test. If test intents are clarified, proper test methods must be selected to validate and find problems out of the tests. To be more effective, the class of test methods shall be limited to avoid mistakes of test designer by selecting wrong or improper test method.

2nd Step: If test intent and test method are defined, it is important to measure the quality level. It can also be called as test coverage estimation. Depending on test method, the
required number of test cases will vary. It is therefore very important to know how many test cases are mandatory to meet quality level or test coverage. These activities are very important in high risk functional requirement which may lead to significant effect in case of failure or malfunction.

If there are 6 different input aspects that are relevant to validate a function, the total test coverage can be $a_1*a_2*a_3*a_4*a_5*a_6$. Each input ($a_1$...$a_2$) can have different number of state. We only consider the each input has only two states such as on or off condition as example. Then it requires total 64 test cases ($2^6$) theoretically when the quality level needs to meet 100% condition and decision coverage.

We now consider deciding how many test cases must be developed and how many test cases can be removable. This activity cannot be performed automatically since it is difficult to distinguish valid or invalid test cases from the total required test case in any automatic tool up to now. We call the process as “Reduction Strategy.” We adjust the balance of valid and invalid test cases to achieve desired quality level even by reducing test cases.

For instance, if a test target is to validate the output of logical combination “$(A\&\&B)||(C\&\&D)$”. Total number of test case can be 16 test cases if all conditions are decisions are considered. A test designer is to define whether it is possible to reduce the test case by reducing the condition coverage with keeping required decision coverage. If condition coverage is less important in the test intent, Only 8 test cases can be developed because the each decision does not influence to each other to output behavior. All this description has to be document in the strategy for standard function test strategy in order to keep maintainability and reusability.

3rd Step: Building Test matrix is final activities of test strategy. Even though test intent and strategy of quality level is cleared, it is still difficult to write good test cases due to ambiguousness of test condition. The test matrix shall eliminate ambiguity about test objects. The matrix shall consist of three elements. Those are initial test condition and order of inputs and expected result. Many of test cases shows lack of information which make test engineer difficult to perform correctly. The test matrix is considered to overcome this problem systematically by establishing mandatory steps in test Matrix.

- Initial condition of Test object
- Order of Event in input values.
- Matrix of Input combination.

We found that many of ambiguous test cases were due to not enough definition of initial condition of test object. It often derives cryptic expression of expected result. Therefore, initial condition of test object must be well defined. Next step is to clarify the order of event of inputs. It means “Does output or requirement vary depending on the order of event of input values?”. In the test matrix, it shall define whether order of input events must be taken into consideration or not. If it shall consider, then the number of test cases is increased by test designer to alter the order of inputs from the test matrix accordingly.

Finally, test designer shall create the test matrix, which contains the input states with expected result in each row. These activities have to be done by test designers but the writing test case is no longer necessary to be developed by test designers. Test cases can be written by test engineer or even anyone who has lack of knowledge on a system because the strategy prohibits possibility of making bad or wrong test case from the test matrix.

Test case –Outputs of each test strategy is expressed with matrix as explained, so test engineers can develop test case easily with matrix indicating how a test case shall be written. The test matrix complies enough with the definition IEEE Standard 610. “A set of Test inputs, execution, and expected results developed for a particular object, such as to exercise a particular program path or to verify compliance with a specific requirement.”

3. BEST PRACTICE OF TEST CASE DESIGN FOR AUTOMOTIVE BODY ELECTRONICS SYSTEM

3.1 Goal to achieve

After the research of test cases used in automotive industries, the standard process of good test case design is setup as explained. In Chapter2, there are also been supplementary aspects considered in designing test cases for automotive body system.

Aspects:

- Avoidance of interdependence of test case as possible
- Intended design for validation via test automation
- Intended design for verification of state model

Besides the reusability, it has been considered to use test case in multi-purposes. The question is how to fulfill all of these desires. Based on the research, there is a solution possible to achieve the desires.

Interdependence of test case is avoidable by classifying the test intent mainly in three conditions together with modular design of test case. According to the figure 4, we have established the type of test case to restrict unnecessary interdependence test case design. The basic reason of escaping interdependence is to attain reusability of plain design of test case from the complex function or system. The simplified test cases are later integrated into a test sequence to formulate complex test suite.
For having possibilities of test automation and model validation purpose, test cases are designed by keyword instead of declarative manner. For example, Common test case used by declarative manner is replaced by simple keyword descriptions. It proves that the understanding of test case written in keyword description is not harmful for test engineers to perform test case. With this approach, it convinces that it could offer importing test case into automation tool directly from the test case database. It also gives an idea to generate synthetic signals that are useful to validate the model if a system is designed in simulation models.

Fig. 5 Test case: Test case described in keyword

3.1 Test case design for automotive body system.

Based on the developed process and supplementary aspects, test cases of automotive body system have been developed for a target vehicle.

- Analysis of requirement: Through the requirement analysis, functional tree and its branches have been built. This tree structure is the main stream of test case to increase reusability in other system as mentioned in the process.
3.3 Supporting tool

The test cases have been developed with database. Therefore, it becomes necessary to develop supporting tool to manage test cases to various purposes. We have focused on following targets primarily.

- Tool Targets
- Configuration management.
- Exporting data to Automation
- Generating signals for model verification.

- Configuration management: for a system, there are usually several variants depending on market and optional devices. We have found that there are some difficulties to have proper test specification quickly if new variant is introduced with a range of system. To have easy configuration management, a tool has been considered in order to extract and rearrange test cases by various configuration settings. It provides easy and quick integration of test specification to new variant and reuse test cases to other projects.

- Exporting test case for Automation: one of the goals is to use the designed test case to other purposes. We mainly focus on the usage of Test automation and state model verification. Those activities are currently required huge effort to construct automatic test scripts based on the test cases. It generally invokes many failures of implementation due to human errors. Additional review process therefore becomes mandatory. One of the best ways is to provide main frame of test case by simple import of test case into automation system. The main frame containing useful information such as test intent, initial conditions and test procedure as well as expected result is loaded to automatically. It helps test engineer eliminating his or her errors while implementation. We also consider using test cases for model validation. To validate the model designed from off-the-shelf, there are various methods that can be used. But we found that the effective way of model validation is to use test cases developed by test engineers who have talent to detect failures on a system. The test cases from them are mostly well balanced to detect failures as well as performance.

Test case described in keyword is translated in the interpreter of configuration tool and each inputs as well as parameters defined in the initial test conditions are converted to signals through the signal builder map file. The generated signals are then imported to simulate the model.

The tool is able to have configuration file to each variant and data and configuration file can be reloaded and modified to extract required test cases from database. Several type of test specification template can be used for documentation. The configuration file itself can also be traceable with version management.

The tool can have various configurations with combination of levels since the test cases have been designed in 4 levels inside classification tree.
The highlights of the outcome are high reusability of test case by avoiding interdependency test case, function tree structure and design consistence of test case to assist test engineers in maintaining and modifying test cases in same manners. It mostly makes test cases possible keep up formulating good test cases for any person in testing groups. There are also good points to apply test cases to automation. It is quite easy and less problematic even by manual insertion because test cases are have been described by keywords instead of declarative sentence.

The designed test case is also possible to be powered by supporting tool which enable test engineer to extract only required test cases from test database and to document it by the tool. Additional features presented in previous chapter are the benefits of test case application in broad ranges.

In contrast to benefits, there were suggestions in the paper to recommend restricting methods to design test strategy to minimize potential deviation of test strategy by each test designer. The limitation of test method such as stress, state-model based classification tree based, risk based, could deteriorate good design of test case. Nevertheless, we recommend you to limit the test methods in your system with early research on finding appropriate test methods or by replacing old test method by new method from the lesson learn in order to maximize reliability of your system in field with the best efficiency.
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